www.akknatek.com

Optical designer
C-op, internship, part-time
Start date: 1st of Nov, 2020

Job Description:
As an optical design engineer, you can expect responsible and diversified tasks. You will be involved in planning and implementation of new software products.

Qualifications:
- Bachelor or Master degree in optics, engineering, computer sciences, mechatronics, biomedical engineering, or comparable studies
- Practical skills in Zemax optical design software
- Experience in optics design
- Understanding of image acquisition technologies
- Experience in technical documentation
- Programming skills
- Team work, creativity, motivation
- Experience with deadlines

Location: Rochester, NY / possibility for remote work

Primary contact: Edgar Janunts
Phone: 004968130264906

To apply:
Email career@akknatek.com with your cover letter and resume attached.